
The Adventure on Windy Raft River

Cast & Crew:
● Claire, Daniel, Justice
● Arin, Ben, Lauren, Lindsay

Main Characters:
● Wendigo - very big creature (2-3 times the size of a human),

shy and a little sad, greedy, always hungry especially for pizza
and humans

● Skylar the Sprite - similar to a fairy, very small creature (about
the size of a butterfly), can fly, friendly, loves to party and drink
Shirley Temples with friends

● Storytellers - a group gathered around the campfire in the dark
forest

Settings:
● Windy Raft River - a winding river surrounded by trees, the

Sprite’s home

● The Cave -  a dark, leaky cave with beautiful rocks and
skeletons in the dirt, the Wendigo’s home

Plot:
Gather around the campfire for the action-packed story of the Wendigo
and the Sprite!

Our story begins with a friendly and courageous Sprite sneaking into
a dark, leaky Cave in search of maraschino cherries, an important
ingredient in a Shirley Temple, her favorite drink. She encounters a
giant Wendigo and is terrified! And she should be…



Wendigos like to eat humans and Sprites are just tiny humans with
wings. This Wendigo stopped eating humans after entering a talent
show and winning a lifetime supply of pizza.  But, being a Wendigo, his
lifetime supply has already run out!  The Wendigo must find something
satisfying to eat soon. Otherwise, he will start eating people again.

The Wendigo threatens to eat the Sprite as a snack.  The Sprite
convinces the Wendigo that with her knowledge of the Windy Raft
River, they can find the ingredients he needs for more pizza. The
Wendigo reluctantly agrees to give her the cherries if she can help him.
But she better do it soon, because he is hungry.

The unlikely duo climbs onto a raft and brave the rapids on the River,
and they tackle many challenges including a swarm of giant bees!

At the climax, the starving Wendigo eats a huge handful of poison
mushrooms along the River. He feels like he might explode!  Luckily the
Sprite knows a reversing potion and is able to save the Wendigo’s life.

At the end, the Wendigo stands up straight and can see a Pizza Hut in
the distance. The Wendigo can get all the pizza he wants, and grants
the Sprite access to all the maraschino cherries stored in the cave. The
new friends share a pizza and make a toast with Shirley Temples.

Theme:
“Teamwork makes the dream work”

Genre & Styles:
● Quest/Adventure
● Buddy Comedy


